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Abstract

Our team has been in the crypto world for nearly a

decade. We’ve seen trends come and go. We’ve seen

coins rise and fall. We have seen it all.

When we set out to change the game, we knew we had

to do something bold. Our goal was straightforward:

create a charitable cryptocurrency paired to a

marketing strategy so brazen it is nearly unbelievable -

allowing user adoption to achieve record levels.

When we bought our first Lamborghini, the idea clicked.

We would change the world by creating a token that

makes people happy and fulfills lifelong dreams, while

filling a wallet of a different kind - the “Carma” wallet.

The idea is simple: a token that gives others the same

happiness we experience in owning our dream

machines, all while giving back to our community.

Thus, $CARMA was born. We are a Binance Smart Chain

token, with a unique 10% transaction tax that is split into three pools:

● Automatic holding reward

● Liqudity

● A fund that donates to charity and buys cars for giveaways to spread the word

It sounds crazy and it is. But, we like crazy. We hope you do too. In this whitepaper, you will find more

information on the specifics of our token. We hope it answers all your questions. However, should you

leave with any lingering questions, please feel free to join our Telegram group and we will try our

hardest to answer them.

Be magical.

-Carma Coin Dev Team
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Roadmap

Spring Launch

Includes presale (completed), liquidity lock + PancakeSwap listing

(completed), CoinGecko listing (completed), Audit (in progress), influencer

marketing campaigns, our first supercar giveaway, and donations to

non-profits.

Summer Grow

Coin Market Cap, exchange listing, merch, poker tournament sponsorships,

and assist our first dealership in accepting a full crypto payment for a car

in $CARMA.

Fall Implement

More exchanges, more influencer marketing, finalize use case platforms,

and gain worldwide exposure.

Beyond Dominate
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Token Ecosystem

Binance Smart Chain

The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network that runs in parallel

to the Binance Chain. In contrast to the Binance Chain, BSC features smart

contract functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine

(EVM).

The Binance Smart Chain offers our community the added interoperability of facilitating their

investments through Ethereum-based wallets, such as MetaMask. An added advantage of issuing

$CARMA tokens on the BSC is that it offers our community an affordable blockchain experience through

smaller transaction fees compared to the Ethereum Network.

PancakeSwap

PancakeSwap is a Binance Smart Chain Decentralized Exchange (DEX) for
swapping BEP-20 tokens.

To enable Carma Coin’s buying and selling, PancakeSwap offers our
community the ability to exchange their BNB for $CARMA.

$CARMA

Carma Coin ($CARMA) is a BEP20 token issued on the Binance Smart Chain

with a total supply of 1 Quadrillion (1015) tokens. A direct presale was issued of

400 Trillion tokens (40%) of the supply, 300 Trillion were burned, and 300

Trillion  were added to the PancakeSwap liquidity pool..
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Core Values

Be magical.

We are positive and kind above all else. Our main goal is to create happiness in other

lives.

Be charitable.

We strive to be as giving as we can possibly be, helping out our community as much as

we can.

Be sustainable.

We make decisions that are based on our long term health, not the short term gain.

Be transparent.

We strive to be open and honest with our community at all times, for the benefit of all

involved.
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Potential Use Cases

1st NFT Automobile Marketplace

Creating the world's first cryptocurrency / NFT

automobile marketplace, ran on $CARMA. Project

can be initially developed to enable owners to list

their (usually higher end / unique cars) as NFTs for

full payment with $CARMA.

Our end goal would be to facilitate a worldwide

marketplace for dealerships to list their inventory for

payment with all major cryptocurrencies.

Crypto for Dealerships

Developing software tools, ran on $CARMA, that

enable traditional car dealerships to accept crypto

as full payment for any vehicle. This furthers the

adoption of $CARMA (plus crypto as a whole), while

opening dealerships up to a new world of clientele. In

our market research, over 80% of high-end

dealerships wish to accept payment in crypto but

don't have the knowledge or tools to do so.
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Tokenomics

Earn

The earn aspect of Carma Coin is backed by the imposed 10% tax for all transactions. Five percent of

this tax is redistributed to the community, proportional to the tokens that they hold. This system

incentivizes our community of holders who in turn support $CARMA to make it a sustainable movement.

Further details are outlined below:

1. Five percent of the tax is redistributed to our community of holders, proportional to the $CARMA

tokens they hold.

2. The remaining 5% is transferred back as liquidity provider tokens to the PancakeSwap Liquidity

Pool (LP). On a weekly basis, 60% of the newly accumulated LP tokens will be removed from the

liquidity pool and a majority of this will be appropriated as proceeds to car giveaways and

charitable giving..

Token Extraction

For the best interests of the community, the burn process has been instituted as part of a manual

extraction process occurring approx every 7 days. There are cases wherein the burn process increases

the floor price. In Carma Coin, burn has been integrated into a charitable-giveaway-burn system. The

initial algorithm is as follows:

Of the newly accumulated LP Tokens (the 5% fee) over a one-week cycle, 60% (effective 3% fee) will be

removed from the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool: half are BNB, half are $CARMA. The other 40% or 2%

effective fee stays in liquidity.

These tokens will then be extracted and accumulated in a public wallet for full transparency at the

following address: 0x79dcEfd3e4aae8ed4Fd9e2B5A64cdd6c3324eEf6
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Extraction Allocations

Of the extracted BNB:

● Be Magical Fund: Giveaways + charity donations + marketing

Of the extracted $CARMA:

● Community Airdrops/Giveaways

● New exchanges liquidity

● Token burns

Token Figures

1,000,000,000,000,000 Total Initial Supply

● 400,000,000,000,000 Presale Allocation

● 300,000,000,000,000 PancakeSwap Allocation

● 300,000,000,000,000 Burned

Liquidity Lock

To prove our commitment to our community, the liquidity placed onto PancakeSwap has

been locked for at least 6 months. A record of this lock is at the link below for proof

● https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x79dcEfd3e4aae8ed4Fd9e2B5

A64cdd6c3324eEf6&type=lplock&chain=BSC

Audit

We have applied for a full audit of our code and our contract has been verified on BSCscan.
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Supercar Giveaways

Our giveaways are structured as sweepstakes and strictly adhere to sweepstakes law. Timing of

giveaways is subject to volume and discretion of the team.

How it works

When a giveaway is completed,

winner(s) will be chosen at random

(live) to win an exotic/supercar.

Examples of potential car makes

that may be offered are

Lamborghini, Ferrari, Mclaren,

Rolls-Royce, Audi, Mercedes-Benz,

and more. The car that is up for the

next sweepstakes will be posted on

our social media and website at the

start of that sweepstakes - ensuring

you know exactly which car will be

given.

Registration

Because wallets are inherently anonymous, and we need to verify eligibility for giveaways, you must

register at carmacoin.co/giveaways to be entered into the drawing.

Rules and regulations

No purchase necessary, see official rules for methods of entry (carmacoin.co/rules). Sweepstakes open

to legal residents of the United States excluding New York, Rhode Island, and Florida over the age of 18

and where otherwise prohibited - see rules for full list. Odds of winning dependent on number of entries

To see the full list of updated rules and regulations, please visit carmacoin.co/rules
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Team (doxed)

Brad Butcher

Dev Team

Professional poker player, philanthropist, and veteran cryptocurrency
investor.

David Butcher

Dev Team

Entrepreneur, philanthropist, and veteran cryptocurrency investor - founder
of 7-figure businesses. Ohio State University graduate. Named Top 25
Entrepreneurs in the USA (2017+2018).

+ Many other mods, dev team assistants, and marketing gurus!

+ Huge thank you to our support team.
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Marketing Strategy

Influencers

We are actively reaching out to (and funding when needed) partnerships with influencers in the crypto,

poker, and supercar communities to share informational posts about Carma Coin, announcements of

giveaways, and memes/funny content to peak interest in the project. Examples of this so far have been

WallStreetBets, BSC100X, CryptoCollabs, and Shaun Fiest.

Physical + Sponsorships

This portion of our marketing plan is what we consider “boots on the ground.” We plan to have
billboards in multiple cities worldwide (for the attention in those places but also the pictures of them to
post online) and ads on Poocoin, etc.. We will have merch available on our website and given away to
fans. We will give stickers for fans to put on cars and even sponsor drivers of unique cars and supercars.

We will sponsor events such as poker tournaments, car events such as Cars and Coffee, and more.

Giveaways + Charity

Our concept is inherently attention-grabbing, but to ensure we are utilizing our giveaways to the fullest

they will be live streamed (also increases legitimacy) and video content will be made of these events

that extend the time of hype (ex. YouTube video “We just gave away a Lambo!”). We will partner to

create social posts with the charities we donate to to let everyone know the good deeds of our

community.

Social Media

$CARMA is dedicated to having impeccable content on social media, including hype videos, memes,

and other shareable content. We have a network of professional creators that are assisting us in

fulfilling this mission.

+Many more surprises along the way
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Disclaimers

The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not authorized and nor

should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, or advice of any kind. You act at

your own risk in reliance on the contents of the whitepaper. Should you decide to act or not act you

should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no way

are the owners of, or contributors to, the whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or other

behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the whitepaper.

The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do

conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

By purchasing $CARMA, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree

to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the

team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services

The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always make sure that

you comply with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding the

whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided on the whitepaper.

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the owners of, or contributors to, the Website be liable

for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data

arising out of or in any way connected with the use of the whitepaper.

The reader of the whitepaper agrees to arbitrate any dispute arising from or in connection with the

whitepaper or this disclaimer, except for disputes related to copyrights, logos, trademarks, trade names,

trade secrets, or patents.

There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such statements are

subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these

forward- looking statements. The actual results or events that transpires afterwards may be different
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from what is implied here. The team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking

statements outlined in this whitepaper.

Carma Coin is not affiliated with any car manufacturer including but not limited to Lamborghini, Ferrari,

Mclaren, Lotus, Mercedes-Benz, Maserati, Rolls-Royce, and BMW.
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